
Technical/Hospitality Rider 
Arthur Possing Quartet



Instruments & Technical Requirements: 
Saxophones: 
-Uses a multi-effects pedal (he brings on his own) -Stereo DI Box 
-Microphone: Shure SM 58 with stand 

-Microphone will be plugged into the multi-effects pedal and will go out with 1 
mono jack or 2 stereo jacks 

-Alternative: microphone for saxophones (for acoustic saxophone in bigger 
venues) 

Piano: 
- A good quality concert grand piano adjusted and tuned. The models are 
listed here in order of preference: 
 
Steinway D, Fazioli, Steinway C, Steinway B, Yamaha S6, Yamaha C5 
(Yamaha C3 for smaller venues) 

-1 piano stool 

-Tuning to 442Hz before the balance. Please provide some possible tuning 
adjustment after the balance, and 1 piano stool. 

-Piano microphones for mid, bass & high: Neumann KM184 or AKG C414 
Alternative: Piano mono microphone: Senheiser e604 

Double Bass: 
-A solid wood min 3/4 with D-Scale. 
-Pickup: Realist prefered, Schertler, Wilson, Shadow is also fine. 
-Amplification: 4x10 or 2x10 Ampeg, Eden or SWR Cabinet. Markbass, 
Ampeg, SWR as a amplifier top is fine.  

Channels: 
1x DI Pickup  
1x XLR for Micro  
1x Stereo DI for FX 



Drums: 
-1x Bass drum: 18“, 1x Tom Tom: 12“,1x Floor Tom: 14“, 1x Snare Drum: 14“ 
Hardware: 
If available, flatbase stands are preferred 

-1x Single Bass Drum Pedal, 1x Hi-Hat Stand, 1x Snare Stand, 3x Boom 
Cymbal Stand, 1x Tom Tom Mount, 1x Drum Seat, 1 carpet

Preferred drum brands/sets in the above mentioned dimensions: 

-Any Gretsch kit e.g. Renown Maple, Catalina Jazz Club, Broadkaster,... - 
Yamaha  
- Pearl  
- Ludwig 

(Listed in order of preference) 

Trumpet/Flugelhorn (optional):
-1x AKG C414 (or similar)

Band: 
- A good quality sound system capable of providing excellent sound levels to 
all parts of the venue, as well as a sound technician to operate said system 
during the sound check and concert. 

-1 microphone for vocal announcements 

-3 music stands  
-4 bottles of still water 

Hospitality Requirements: 
Dressing Room: Clean room with chairs and a table as well as water, coffee 
and tea.  
 
Catering: Still, bottled water on stage for each musician as well as 4 warm 
meals before or after the concert, with one vegetarian menu. 

Transport: Transport from and to local train station/airport as well as to and 
from hotel (if needed). 
 
Hotel (if needed): 3 to 4-star hotel, nearest possible to the concert venue. 


